
BAR Educational Advisory Committee Report – 1/23/2016 

The BAR Educational committee was formed in 1997 to advise the BAR on smog check technician 
training matters. The Advisory Group consists of industry, education and government representatives 
that provide direction and recommendations regarding BAR's training program.  There are 13 members 
and include ASCCA members  Jim Custeau, Cuyamaca College, Phil Fournier, Contract Instructor, Craig 
Johnson, Craig Johnson Automotive, and myself. The Advisory Group is chaired by Rocky Carlisle of BAR. 

 

1) Automotive Resource Center. The Group discussed the Automotive Resource Center website. The site 
is a hub for students industry and instructors re: training programs, re-certification courses and job 
opportunities. Discussion surrounded updates, improvements and possible expansion to collect/capture 
data with regard to repairs after a vehicle fails smog. See link below to site. https://californiaarc.org/ 

 

2) BAR Citation Training. Discussion re: the content for BAR citation training for smog inspectors that 
receive a citation.  Considerable time and detail was expended in this area, as to what should be 
addressed in a four hour online and four hour class room situation for technicians/inspectors that had 
been cited by the undercover program.  It was pointed out that one the modifications made by BAR 
undercover is the modification of a diesel exhaust system, where the Diesel Particulate Filter (DPF) is 
removed but the DOX (Diesel Oxidation Catalyst) is left in place.  Most inspectors and many technicians 
are ignorant of diesel exhaust after-treatment systems and have no idea of what they are looking at. 

 

3) Smog Check Visual Inspection Training for smog inspectors.  The discussion continues with some 
parties asking to eliminate visual inspections altogether and others, like Jim Custeau, pointing out how 
many smog inspectors are really quite unqualified to identify the underhood emissions components on 
an unfamiliar vehicle. 

 

4) Statistics re: Licensed inspectors as compared to licensed repair technicians.   There are only about 
100 repair only stations in California.  The attitude among technicians has been “why should I invite the 
BAR into my shop?”  Craig Johnson pointed out that his place on the BAR website as a smog repair (not 
inspection) facility has driven lots of business into his shop. 

 

5) Smog check regulations training needed for smog check repair techs and inspectors. 

 

6) Smog Check Training Develop Grants from the Foundation for California Community College.  Jim 
Custeau had suggested this at the last meeting that grant money could be found via the FCCC that would 
fund the development of more smog check training update courses as there is currently little incentive 
for instructors to go to the considerable effort required to develop a curriculum.  Rocky reported that 
FCCC is currently short on money, however Jim Custeau, Mike Morse, and Jonathan of California Smog 
institute agreed to work on a sub-committee to explore the possibilities of finding grant money. 



7) BAR update Training Classes for Smog Check Techs- Bud Rice asked what the purpose of the 
educational committee was.  Bud asked Rocky to develop some kind of a mission statement for the 
committee to keep things better in focus towards educational goals.  Next, he mentioned how in his 
shops he has essentially been required to grow his own technicians due to the lack of qualified 
individuals available through the educational system.  This started a lively discussion about the continual 
demise of high school automotive programs, the lack of articulation with community college and private 
sector post-secondary training.  Phil pointed out that the survey published and shown to the committee 
reflects that the price of a BAR 97 smog sits at $45, one dollar less than the cost of a BAR-OIS smog 
average cost.  As an industry we cannot compete with “clean industries” in wages due to the low cost 
demands of the public for auto repair.  Mention was made of Sheri Mehl (former BAR chief) who 
publically called for a $10 smog inspection and declared that the BAR-OIS was the way to get there.   
None of this bodes well for improved wages for technicians or aspiring technicians.  A sub-committee 
was established, headed by Bud Rice and two volunteers from UTI who were present in the audience 
agreed to help out, whose purpose would be to explore the reasons behind the troubled system for the 
development of auto repair and specifically smog check inspection and repair technicians and to make 
possible recommendations for improvement. 

 

8) Comments/ suggestions for Future Agenda and Items not on Agenda.   Phil Fournier suggested that 
there is a problem with the lack of training requirements for BAR certified instructors and the lack of any 
roadmap to train the instructors on the roughly 34 approved smog check update courses.  This was 
adopted as a topic for the next meeting, along with the feedback from the two subcommittees on 
education and grants. 

 

Next meeting is scheduled for: July 9th, 2016 


